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Working with world-class furniture designers from around the globe, Flexxform brings classic and
design-driven soft seating to public spaces. With the addition of child’s size furniture, Flexxform can
furnish not just adult environments, but also environments where children and adults are together.
Flexxform’s seating elevates any public space to provide comfort and class.



modular
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ace The Ace Collection was created with diversity in mind. Whether you have a small or large space catering to
children or adults, Ace provides plenty of seating options for either collaboration or independence and enables
you to create your unique look and layout.





Flexible. Modular. Unique.
Ace is made up of numerous
variations of curves,
benches, armless, and
standard pieces. This allows
Ace to have a unique pattern
and look every time it is
placed in a new
environment. Designers are
given the freedom to create
their own designs while
using multiple Ace pieces. It
also features a stunning back
overlap, making contrasting
upholsteries a must in this
versatile collection.





bea Bea is a unique creation that defies convention and redefines the essence of art and innovation. The
combination of form and function creates an abstract masterpiece. Joining multiple Bea pieces together allows
for creativity in configurations, an expression of the space in its own way.





box Straight lines and endless configurations. With its multiple options, Box can become one with its environment,
fitting seamlessly against outer walls, or as a centerpiece. Box offers seating for large numbers making it not
only stunning but practical.





flo Flo offers endless seating, endless configuration, and endless comfort. The design's simplicity but the options'
complexity means Flo becomes the centerpiece of its space. Fitting with any space, Flo gives biophilic options and
standard seating options. Designed for today, Flo brings nature and comfort to all environments. 





ion Ion is the essence of comfort, versatility, and sophistication. This carefully crafted modular piece is designed to
transform any space into a private oasis, providing users with a serene and focused environment for work,
relaxation, or casual conversations.





kae The Kae tiered pieces provide a collaborative space for brainstorming. Creative use of the 3 different shapes
enables an entire room to be outfitted with the Kae. All while providing ample space for all team members to
allow their creativity to flow effortlessly.





lounge
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dex Gentle curves give Dex a sophisticated, classy look. High-backed and comfortable, being seated in Dex is much
like a simplified throne. Perfect for your event’s dining experience, placing Dex at either end of the dining table
can bring back the sophistication of the Victorian era in a modern, gorgeous chair. 





eli A classic wingback is elevated to become something more than an old classic with the Eli collection. Eli features a
timeless design and a graceful aesthetic. Sophistication and grace are the names of the game with an Eli chair
featured in a space.





era A contemporary version of the classic club chair, the Era Collection is the picture of relaxed sophistication. Era
provides the ideal location to sit back, relax, and either communicate, read, or simply unwind. Era’s collection
features both children and adult sizes, allowing all generations to be comfortable in any environment.





gio Swivel with style. Gio offers 360° of suave design and class. Small in footprint, Gio is the perfect compact lounge
choice for any environment. Whether placed in a tighter space or providing a minimalistic look in a large room, Gio
is the ideal accent piece.





hue Hue was specifically designed for the youngest generation. Its classic vibe makes the junior size irresistible. The
classic, simple piece is precise in its design, sticking to traditional style, Hue breathes new life into aged
environments without being out of place. Although designed for children, the Hue collection also has a matching
adult size for consistency in an environment. 





ira A spin on a classic tub chair, Ira is all gentle curves and subtle details. Delicate curves grace the base of the chair, and
the legs, adding to Ira’s inviting appearance. Ira’s seat provides ample room for comfort, all while having a small
footprint, allowing it to be the perfect accent in any space.





jaz The perfect combination of squared edges and soft curves, Jaz is the brass quartet all rolled into a single chair. In
rooms, Jaz becomes the solo everybody is waiting for, an accent to any space. The slightly angled legs provide a
gorgeous harmony to the already stunning chair.





joy The Joy Lounge Collection offers modern wing-back styling and a spacious seat for all ages. The Joy Collection
brings an element of sophistication to any environment. The availability of two different seat heights, 14” or 18”,
Joy can comfortably seat both young and old alike. 





nyx Nyx combines modern straight lines with softer curves to provide a softer aesthetic to modern spaces. Nyx is an
innovative twist on the classic chesterfield style sofa. Designed by David Dahl, Nyx is a stunning collection
perfect for any public space. Featuring both a 14” or an 18” seat height, Nyx provides gorgeous seating for the
young and old.





oka Contemporary and classic, Oka is the subtle favorite in any environment. Adapting to the room, Oka can become
the gorgeous centerpiece or the favorite quiet corner. Oka is the perfect balance between modern and classic,
making it the go-to choice for public spaces. 





sea The Sea collection is a classic. With its traditional roll arms and homey feel, it provides a haven for persons seated.
Its clean, straight lines display ‘no added fluff’, giving it a simple feel, and, in this case simple, is better! The Sea
collection also features both children's and adults sizes, to provide homelike comfort to all ages. 





ter Ter is defined as an adverb, that means “three times”. Flexxform’s Ter is just that. A seat, times three. Its stunning
design was developed by Italian designer, Ezio Pescatori. Developed for public spaces, each section is designed to
allow the seated a sense of privacy while surrounded by others.





thk + thn Designed by award-winning furniture designer, David Dahl, our Thk + Thn collection
brings elegance and finesse to any space. Available in a square or waterfall-style arm,
each chair features one, or two, thick arms that act as an alternate seat or tabletop. 





Thk + Thn’s playful but bold
appearance ensures it is a
distinctive statement piece
in any environment.
Available in both a 14” or 18”
seat height, Thk + Thn
provides designer seating for
all generations. 





tub Gentle curves flow together to create the Tub Collection. Tub is the perfect lounge piece to be featured in
environments where the furniture is complimentary to the architecture. Subtlety is Tub’s specialty, not necessarily
the vocal point of rooms, but it is that piece that can be depended on for comfort and quiet class. 





via Classy. Modern. Stunning. Three simple words to describe the Via collection. The complexity of the cylindrical
designs gives Via an air of elegance. But alongside that elegance is a comfort that makes the Via chairs the ideal
chairs for both independent or collaborative work. And Via provides comfort for both children and adults.





ottomans
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koa With its organic shapes, Koa brings each space to a new level. Paired with the perfect upholstery, Koa can bring a
design to life, representing the individuality of pebbles within a regolith. Koa is all about being unique and
abstract, allowing each space to create its own identity.





ottomans 17 different styles. 3 different heights. And multiple different sizes. Ottomans make
the perfect add-on in any environment. The ideal piece for collaborating or relaxing,
ottomans provide the finishing touch to any public space. 

aba ava cas dia

hex joy lax lee





tri

leo lux mya noa

pad rae rio rue

wax zax





ottoman sets
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leo wĕl mae mya wĕl

pad set rae wĕl uva

ottoman sets With the versatility of ottomans, Flexxform has created a few
popular ottoman sets. Flower shapes, different versions of large
circles, serpentine shapes, and more allow environments to have a
fun, creative piece to entice a younger audience. 





occasional tables
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Every lounge area needs a table. Depending on the style of the room,
Flexxform offers multiple sizes and shapes. Any of the tables can be used to
complement Flexxform’s soft seating and provide a place for magazines, coffee
cups, laptops, and more to sit.

occasional
tables

tasskyace

tay oval tay square tay circle





children’s size
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ace jr.

children’s
size

Flexxform not only offers multiple lounge options for adults, but also multiple lines
of child sized seating. With it’s 14" seat height most of the Flexxform lines come in
both children and adults sizes, making them the perfect option for spaces where
children and adults are together. 

box jr. era jr. hue jr. jaz jr. joy jr.

nyx jr. sea jr. thk + thn
square jr.

thk + thn
waterfall jr.

tub jr. via jr.





power options
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QIKPAC Battery

Piccolo TUF-R/HP

battery
power

Combining a 240Wh li-ion battery and high power USB charging module TUF-HP in a neat,
portable housing. Take your power with you (even outdoors) and keep your devices charged
all day without having to find an outlet. The battery power comes with a multipurpose
docking station which enables the battery to be neatly and securely located in any collection
whilst being used for phone, tablet or laptop charging.

Options to pair with the Battery ( for 2 and 3 Seaters)





corded power

Phase Pip (AC or USB) Piccolo Plateau DOCK-1100 Cove Mini

Make sure you devices stayed charged no matter where you are.
The majority of the Flexxform collections offer multiple corded
power options to fit your needs and/or design. 
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